A community for rabbit lovers, 
built by rabbit lovers.

It provides rabbit owners a place to explore topics and share stories and pride in their beloved buns.

Here’s just a sample of what Bunspace offers their members:

- Create individual profiles for each of your rabbits.
- Upload photos.
- Give and receive profile and photo comments.
- Connect with other rabbit owners by email.
- Add rabbits from all over the world to your Bunny Buddies list.
- A forum, where you can connect with other like-minded rabbit owners.
- Write about your personal experiences on your own blog.
- A list of rabbit savvy vets recommended by members.
- Enter your rabbit in the photo contest, and vote for other rabbits.

Bunspace is also an online destination for rescues and shelters.

- Create, maintain and edit individual profiles for all your adoptable rabbits with rabbit specific information: special needs, litter box habits, bonded with etc..
- Create, maintain and edit a shelter profile: adoption policy, business hours and donate link, just to name a few.
- List Events and let members sign up that they’re attending the event

Coming soon:
Adoption success stories
Publish newsletters and other announcements

http://www.bunspace.com